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ASEAN Overview
 Sandwiched between China and India but different



ASEAN Overview

 Land area = 4.46 million km² (3% of the Earth)

 Population = 600 million people (8.8% of world)

 Very high population density 

 Sea area is 3 times land area

 South China Sea is disputed between many countries



ASEAN Economy

 Combined 2011 ASEAN GDP >US$ 2 trillion

 8th largest economy if considered as single entity

 Saw economic growth in 2012 despite global 
conditions

 ADB forecasts regional GDP growth

 5.4% for 2013 and 5.7% for 2014

 Singapore has slowest rate at 3.5% 

 LDC have potential for double digit growth.



ASEAN Economy



Philippines Credit Rating
 Earlier this year, the Philippines became an 

investment grade country

 Four of the five largest economies in the region are 
investment grade

 Achievement was due to:
 Improving government finances

 Removal of many subsidies

 Market liberalization 

 Strong economic growth



Indonesia Credit Rating
 Indonesian bonds still rated as “Junk”

 Largest economy in ASEAN
 but was effectively downgraded the same day that the 

Philippines was upgraded.  

 Issues include 
 Heavy fuel subsidies 

 High government debt

 However, Indonesia is second in ASEAN only to 
Singapore in terms of FDI



Debt Financing
 High regional growth will test the lending capability

 Basel 3 is currently not an issue but that could 
change

 Fundamentals are strong for the banking sector as 
a whole in ASEAN because

 Learnt from 1997

 Conservative lending practices

 Regional lenders have good understanding of risks

 Future bank mergers are likely especially with AEC



Investment Appetite
 Historically investors looked inside their country or 

to West / China

 Greater focus within ASEAN

 High regional growth will test the lending capability

 Many opportunities but not endless funds

 Countries increasingly need to show strong 
fundamentals



Investment Appetite
 Many large companies inside a country achieved 

that through connections / special treatment

 Expansion around the region is typically in 
neighbouring countries
 GMS

 South ASEAN

 Philippines and Myanmar are exceptions but for 
opposite reasons

 PTT is a rare example of a compared that has 
expanded regionally





ASEAN Economic Community 
(AEC) – Labour

 Similar to the EU but without the problems

 Plan is for free movement of goods, people and 
capital however reality is likely to be less 
impressive initially

 Labour movement could be an issue
 Singapore has 25% immigrant population and it is 

causing issues

 Philippines is a major exporter of labour but needs 
people to grow its economy

 LDC may not see much change



ASEAN Economic Community 
(AEC) - Capital

 There will be increased competition for financial resources 
with approval decisions increasingly based on the following 
criteria:
 Market maturity

 Credit rating

 Bank appetite

 Corruption

 General infrastructure

 Attitude to foreigners

 Some issues resolved through increased IRR

 Some will be fatal flaws





Power Sector
 Power sector needs to grow for economies to grow. 

Elasticity however varies
 LDC > 2.0

 MIC = 1.5 to 1.0

 Singapore ~ 1.0

 LDC
 Highest GDP growth rates and highest elasticity

 But lowest total MW increase

 MIC will have few projects but with large MW



Power Sector 
Technology Split

Country Major Current Power 

Generation Fuel

Projected Long Term Power 

Generation Fuel Sources

Brunei Gas Gas

Cambodia Recips / Hydro Coal / Gas / Hydro

Indonesia Coal / Gas Coal / Gas / Geothermal / RE

Lao Hydro Hydro

Malaysia Coal / Gas Coal / Gas / RE

Myanmar Gas Coal / Gas / RE

Philippines Coal / Gas / Geothermal Coal / RE

Singapore Gas / Financial Centre Financial Centre

Thailand Gas / Coal Gas / RE

Vietnam Coal / Hydro / Gas Coal / Hydro / Gas



Power Sector
Government Approach

 Attitudes vary widely
 Based on power demand

 Abundance of indigenous fuel

 Long term nature of power plant investment means 
Government approach has strong influence



Power Sector
Government Approach

Country Resources Approach Taken

Brunei Plentiful Power sector is small and not a priority

Cambodia Minimal Lack of cash, expertize or resources means that

contribution from the private sector are welcome

Indonesia Plentiful Bureaucratic and difficult to work in, but the resource

boom means that there are ongoing opportunities

Lao Only hydro is 

plentiful

Aim is to be the battery of ASEAN

EDL GPC was the first company listed on LSX

Malaysia Sufficient in 

Peninsula

Aims for TNB to be a major power player and so lets

them compete in IPP bid

Minimal interest in RE



Power Sector
Government Approach

Country Resources Approach Taken

Myanmar Plentiful Understands that power sector is critical to growth and

so welcomes FDI however the rules are still being

established

Philippines Insufficient Private sector focused

Feed-In-Tariff approved for RE however capacity limits

are low for solar and wind

Singapore None Stability and security are paramount even after power

sector was privatized



Power Sector
Government Approach

Country Resources Approach Taken

Thailand Insufficient Gas reserves are rapidly reducing

Governments have been strong supporter of power

sector regardless of colour

Was the regional leader in RE but delays in announcing

FIT are putting this at risk

Vietnam Insufficient Government appears to not understand importance of

the power sector

EVN is not creditworthy because the retail rates are too

low



Trends in Generating Capacity
 Historically the lowest cost of generation has been 

either large hydro or fossil fuel plants but most are 
now built

 Cost of fossil fuels has increased significantly since 
the resource boom started in 2004. The FOB cost of 
coal has trebled over the last decade to USD3-5/GJ.

 Increased local community resistance to construction 
of coal-fired power plants.

 Shale gas has not affected ASEAN where LNG is 
USD16-20/mmBTU

 Cost of RE has remained stable (biomass & geo) or 
decreased (solar & wind). RE is becoming cost 
effective



Renewable Energy
 Historical regional leader is Thailand

 Risking this position through indecision on FIT and through 
OTOP approach

 Philippines is playing catch up

 Some projects are FIT but many are bilateral

 Cambodia has perfect set up for RE

 Indonesia has huge potential, especially in geothermal 
/ on remote islands

 Lao aims to be the battery of ASEAN



Renewable Energy
 Myanmar needs everything but has no policies

 Malaysia gives the impression it is not interested

 30 MW cap was filled very shortly after bids were opened

 Singapore has minimal opportunity

 The MFC is RE in name only

 Vietnam has fundamental problems

 COG is above retail price for both fossil and RE



ASEAN Grid
 Planned since 1997

 Aims is for a free flow of electricity

 Reality is an ad hoc Grid (e.g. Cambodia is connected 
to TH and VN but not itself)

 Interconnections often low MW



ASEAN Grid
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